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INT. WEEKEND UPDATE SET

COLIN JOST

A 22-year-old Columbian Woman was

taken to the hospital this week

when a potato she inserted into her

vagina began to grow roots. Here to

talk about her experience, the

22-year-old Columbian Woman.

The 22 YEAR OLD COLUMBIAN WOMAN ENTERS, she is eating from a

plate of tater tots. She is very cheerful and upbeat.

22YOCW

Hello, Colin. Hello, Michael. Would

either of you care for a tater tot?

MICHAEL CHE

That would be a cute nickname for

your children.

22YOCW

Oh, I get it, because of the potato

I inserted into my vagina.

COLIN JOST

So, it’s true?

22YOCW

Of course it’s true, Colin. I put a

potato inside of me, the potato

started to blossom, roots began to

grow. It’s all true.

COLIN JOST

The potato began to blossom, while

it was...inside you?

22YOCW

Oh yes, Colin, I am very fertile.

That’s why I had to put the potato

there in the first place. Do you

remember the movie Who Framed Roger

Rabbit?

COLIN JOST

Yes.

22YOCW

Do you remember The Dip?
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COLIN JOST

The dip. The weapon the villain

Christopher Lloyd used that would

kill any toon it came into contact

with.

22YOCW

Exactly. Well this is pretty much

the opposite of the dip. Anything

it touches springs forth with life.

I’m afraid to use any toys down

there because I don’t want to have

a Woody and Buzz situation on my

hands.

MICHAEL CHE

Hey, "Woody" and "Buzz" would be

great names for sex toys that came

to life.

22YOCW

Very funny Michael Che, I like you.

You sure you don’t want a tater

tot?

MICHAEL CHE

(he’s thinking about it)

Are these...homemade tater tots?

22YOCW

Oh, no. I had a late dinner, I went

to Sonic.

MICHAEL CHE

Where is there a Sonic?

22YOCW

In New Jersey.

MICHAEL CHE

I love Sonic. With the drive in and

the car service and the...(he

notices that Colin is staring at

him, angry for getting off the

subject) was it uncomfortable to

have a potato growing roots inside

of your vagina?

He takes a few tater tots.

22YOCW

Oh, it really wasn’t that bad.

Until small children in the

(MORE)
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22YOCW (cont’d)

neighborhood started swinging from

them like they were playing Jungle

Hunt.

COLIN JOST

Really?

22YOCW

Oh, yes. They would run under me

and grab hold and swing and laugh.

It would have been cute if it

wasn’t yanking on me from the

inside.

COLIN JOST

Did you ever consider using more

traditional methods of birth

control, like the pill?

22YOCW

Oh, no no no no no, Colin. I would

never take the pill and fill my

body with that poison. I prefer my

birth control to be natural.

COLIN JOST

Like, a potato.

22YOCW

Like a potato.

COLIN JOST

What about condoms?

22YOCW

I can’t use those, Colin.

COLIN JOST

For religions reasons?

22YOCW

Oh no, I just don’t like the way

they feel.

MICHAEL CHE

I hear that.

Michael and 22YOCW high-five. Then Michael grabs and eats

more tater tots.
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COLIN JOST

Ladies and gentleman, the 22 year

old Columbian woman who used a

potato for birth control.


